A-Kon 2019
proudly presents another edition of the famous
Classic Anime Festival

Thursday
10 AM — 8 PM

The Hakkenden
episodes 1—13 (complete series)

Memories “Stink Bomb”
Armitage III
episodes 1—4 (complete series)

Memories “Cannon Fodder”

Friday
10:30 AM — 2:30 PM

Galaxy Express 999 “Eternal Fantasia”
with live running commentary

World Masterpiece Theatre
opening sequences of 15 series, from “A Dog of Flanders” to “Peter Pan and Wendy”

The Venus Wars
Mobile Suit Gundam
“banned” episode 15 — with live running commentary

Saturday
10 AM — 2 PM

Attack of the ’90s Dubs!
Slayers — Ranma ½ — Giant Robo — Evangelion

Urusei Yatsura
episode 8, “Neptune is Beyond My Closet” + “That Crazy Age of the Dinosaurs”
...and of course...

Project A-Ko

Grand Place Panel Room 4

Warning!
Contact with Classic Anime Festival may cause • dry mouth • muscle spasms • paranoid delusions • hotbloodedness • bullet time • psychokinetic or clairvoyant phenomena • compulsion to destroy Tokyo Tower
Do not consume Classic Anime Festival if you are allergic to • Robots or Cyborgs • Aliens • Conspiracies • Plutonium or other transuranic elements
Rinse affected area for 15 minutes with 85% LCL — Do not induce vomiting — If symptoms persist, consult your physician